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Gone are the lazy days of summer, instead we find our-
selves right back in the thick of things. The students 

are “back to school” and the rest of us are back to life and 
back to reality with our busy practices, children, and oth-
er life responsibilities. While many of us haven’t been in 
a formal educational setting for quite some time, you will 
quickly learn in this issue of the Professional Advisory that 
we still have homework to do! This homework isn’t for 
grades, it’s far more important as it lays the groundwork 
for our long-term professional and personal future.

Mark McNulty’s article, “How much retirement savings 
do I need to spend $180,000 per year?”, essentially urges to 
you to find your “magic” number. Just as knowing ahead of 
time what to study helps you prepare better for your test, 
so does knowing what you need to save and grow in your 
investments for your future.

Similarly, doing your due diligence and finding out the 
5W’s (who, what, when, where, why) of setting up a prac-
tice, new or existing, is fundamental to your success. Ian 
Toms gives you tips on how to find potential locations by 
leveraging and using demographic data in “Patient Demo-
graphic Analysis: Say Hello to a Good Buy”.

“Maintaining Growth of Our Practices” by Dr. Wein-
traub emphasizes that even when we think all of our work 
is done, there is still some reviewing and editing to be 
done. Here, he discusses the importance of taking time 
to understand the dental marketplace and consumer. In 
this way, we can carefully plan our websites as well as the 
interior and exterior designs of our practice to attract new 
patients and build our practices. 

In school, it is important to know where to invest most 
of your time and effort for maximum results. Well, David 
Chong Yen shows us that it’s not much different when 
it comes to investing in various items in his article, “Big 
Ticket Purchases. Can I Afford it? Should I Buy it?” Know-
ing your return-on-investment and making small sacrific-
es in the present can help your financial report card in the 
long-run.

The article, “The Real Cost of a Dental Practice Set-up”, 
by Colin Ross reminds us that evaluating situations and 
circumstances is important. He stresses that every deci-
sion we make has upsides and downsides. As such, it’s 
valuable to know what you are looking for now and later in 
life so you make the right choices. 

And last, but not least, David Rosenthal reminds us 
in, “Corporate Dentistry – What Vendor Dentists Need 
to Know” that last minute studying or cramming will not 
always get us the results we want. One such pearl of wis-
dom is that careful legal and tax planning a few years in 
advance is necessary before a professional corporation 
can be sold especially, if you want to maximize profits and 
minimize the tax burden. 

As you can see, this edition of the Professional Adviso-
ry, outlines the work we need to do to achieve the profes-
sional, personal and financial grades we’ve set our sights 
on, so our reality doesn’t bite.

 

Dr. Suham Alexander
B.Sc., DDS, MBA 

Notes from the editor:
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Baby boomer dentist is selling his/her practice and re-
tiring. Our firm, McNulty Group, works with 108 Ca-

nadian families, 104 of which are dentists (or specialists). 
Of these 104 dentists, 97 have sold their practices. 

If you’re a baby boomer dentist, like many of our cli-
ents, there is a good chance that you are close to financial 
independence. And many practice owners are thinking 
of selling. Dentists are facing greater and greater compe-
tition. You have more non-clinical and practice manage-
ment responsibilities than ever before. And you are likely 
paying a higher tax rate than you have in years. Combine 
these challenges with the fact that practice values are still 
at all-time highs, and many of your colleagues are consid-
ering selling.

We are getting many emails and phone calls from den-
tists asking, “If I sell my practice today, how much can I 
spend in retirement?”. While most have a financial advisor 
in some capacity already, they are interested in our firm’s 
input given our decades of experience in managing den-
tists in retirement. 

There is a difference in working with a financial advi-
sor who doesn’t specialize and a firm like ours which has 
focused on retirement planning for dentists for as long as we 
have. Our eldest clients are in their 90s. We helped them plan 
their retirement and have managed it with them for their 
entire retired life, through all different economic cycles. 

There is a great deal of risk in retirement planning and 
you need to get it right. 

So how much do you need to retire?
I’m sure you have heard before that this number is 

unique for everyone. It varies depending on lifestyle 
costs, how long you will be retired, your income tax sit-
uation etc. 

The average dentist we work with achieves financial 
independence by age 62 with lifestyle spending of $15,000 
per month ($180,000 per year), after-tax. We do not believe 
this reflects the average dentist. 

We recently met with a dentist in his mid-fifties who 
asked us the question “How much do I need to retire?”. If 
he and his spouse wanted to enjoy the retirement spend-
ing of our average client, then what would they need to do 
to achieve financial independence by age 62? 

First, in order to achieve financial independence by 
age 62, by age 55 you need to have your debts paid off, 
your child’s education paid for, and $1,000,000 in savings. 
If this is not the case, these expenses need to be added to 
the following calculations.

Table 1 is a retirement savings calculation that illus-
trates how much a dentist at age 55 needs to save in order 
to achieve financial independence by age 62, with spend-
ing of $15,000 per month. As shown, the savings need for 
this 55-year old dentist is $291,900 annually.

How much retirement 
savings do I need to spend 
$180,000 per year? 
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Feedback can be sent to info@mcnultygroup.ca

Mark McNulty is President of McNulty Group of Raymond James, a firm responsible for managing more than $375 million of Ontario 
dentists’ retirement savings. McNulty Group helps professional families transition from a life of successful practice to a stress-free 
retirement. Mark is the author of The Transition Coach 2.0—A Canadian Dentist’s Guide to a Perfect Retirement, and the $6 Million 
Dentist: Successful Succession in 7 Modules.  In 2017 Mark was chosen as the Canadian Financial Advisor of the Year at the Wealth 
Professional Awards.  For more information please visit www.mcnultygroup.ca

Information in this article is from sources believed to be reliable, however, we cannot represent that it is accurate or complete.  It is provided as a general source 
of information and should not be considered personal investment advice or solicitation to buy or sell securities.  The views are those of the author, Mark McNulty 
and not necessarily those of Raymond James Ltd.  Investors considering any investment should consult with their investment advisor to ensure that it is suitable 
for the investor’s circumstances and risk tolerance before making any investment decision.  Raymond James Ltd. is a Member Canadian Investor Protection Fund.

 Table 1 - Retirement Saving Calculator

FACTS AND ASSUMPTIONS FOR RETIREMENT PLAN AS AT JANUARY 1, 2019 

Dates of birth and years of retirement

This means that by the time the dentist and his spouse 
reach the age of 62 they will need $4.55 million (in today’s 
dollars) including the practice sale to be financially inde-
pendent. 

Again, $15,000 per month, after-tax might not be your goal. 
We have worked with many of your colleagues who spend far less 
and enjoy a great retirement. But if you are on a path to financial 
independence, I recommend you find out what your number is. 

Date of birth 01-Jan-64
Age at January 1, 2019 55 years
Number of years before retirement 7
Number of years of retirement 28
Age at end of retirement planning period 90 years 

Canada Pension Plan 
Age at which payments commence 65 years
Base CPP Pension 
Maximum retirement benefit at this age in current dollars $14,018 

Old Age Security 
Age at which payments commence 65 years
Maximum Old Age Security at 65 in current dollars $7,251 

Registered Retirement Savings Plans (RRSPs) 
Value of RRSPs/RRIFs January 1, 2019 $700,000
Investment return on RRSPs/RRIFs 6%
Value of current RRSPs/RRIFs at January 1, 2026 $1,052,541 

Tax-Paid Capitalt 
Value of capital at January 1, 2019 $300,000
After-tax investment return until 1st year of retirement 6%
Value of tax-paid capital at January 1, 2026 $451,089 

Lifestyle Expenditurest 
At retirement in current dollars $180,000
Inflation expected - Consumer Price Index 3%
Inflation protection during retirement 3% 

OTHER CAPITAL PROPERTY 
First capital property 
Description of property Practice
Year of sale of property, if ever 2026
Proceeds of sale at December 31, 2026 $1,500,000

Amount eligible for the capital gains exemption $1,500,000 
Annual Savings Target for the 7 Years Until Retirement 
As an Annual Fixed Amount in a tax-deferred account $291,900



It’s 2019. We live in a rapidly changing environment. 
Dentists are faced with increasing costs, competi-

tion and clinic management challenges. Fortunate-
ly, there are tools that provide solutions for some of 
these challenges. One of these tools is patient demograph-
ic analysis. Whether you are managing an existing clinic, 
contemplating relocating an existing clinic, considering 
purchasing an existing clinic or finding a location for a new 
clinic, understanding the patient population of the clinic is 
of fundamental importance.

In the past, the federal government collected population 
statistics which were summarized and presented based on 
geo-political boundaries (ridings) – so that the politicians could 
“look” at and understand their constituents and gear their elec-
tion campaign and policy, accordingly. Based on these statis-
tics, dentists could “look” at a limited number of demographic 
variables to develop some idea of population demographics, 
but the interpretation could be misleading due to the limited 
number of variables available and because the demographics 
were presented by riding rather than an area defined by poten-
tial dental patient activity. Now, however, we can collect and 
look at demographic data collected within a walk or drive time 
distance extending from a potential clinic location. The popula-
tion which exists within this logistical distance is the potential 
patient population of the practice. The defined geographic area 
is referred to as a “trade area”. In rural areas, the trade area may 
be a 30-minute drive time, in urban areas a 10-minute drive 
time, or in a downtown area a 5-minute walk time. 

With this current technology, we can now capture the 
potential patient information based on user-defined demo-
graphic information, collected within the user-defined trade 
area boundaries. This information includes the number of 
competitors, annual dollar amount spent per household on 
oral healthcare, language(s) spoken, age of the population, and 
the amount of expected growth within the next 20 years etc. 
Essentially, almost any variable relevant to potential patient 
population can be examined.

Suppose you are a dentist wishing to build a new prac-
tice in a trade area where you are confident you will be 
successful. Where is that trade area?

First, you would determine your ideal patient pop-
ulation. Perhaps you are a general dentist who wants to 
treat an older Eastern European patient population with 
the financial means to comfortably pay for services and 
a specific requirement for restorative dentistry. You may 
also want to locate in an area near or within an area you 
want to live to maximize chairside time and minimize 
commute time. 

Then, you would identify the community you want to 
consider. Is it Bloor West Village, Oakville, Brampton, 
Caledon or Stittsville? If you’re unsure, you can collect 
and compare the demographics for each community that 
exists within a reasonable driving time from your home. 

Next, once the ideal community is identified, you 
should capture the demographic information of potential 
patients within the trade areas that have possible clinic 
locations. Demographic parameters you would consider 
include the number of people: 

• with your chosen cultural background and language
• who are available when the practice will be open (daytime)
• that require the services you wish to provide 
• with the financial means to pay for the services you wish 

           to provide
•  and the number of competitors in the area to define a 

          ratio of competitor to patient.
When considering demographic data, also look at the 

demographic data for the clinic that you currently practice in as 
an owner or associate, to give yourself a baseline comparison.

Now, review the demographic data for each of the trade 
areas to decide whether to proceed with a particular trade 
area, or look at another potential trade area.

Suppose you were interested in opening a new clinic some-
where within an hour drive northeast of Toronto. Choosing one 
community, you might subdivide that community into five 
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separate 10-minute drive time trade areas. After carefully 
selecting the demographic parameters which are import-
ant to you, collecting the data from each potential trade 
area and comparing this data to the demographics for your 
current location, the data may look like those presented in 
Figure 1. Clearly, compared to the demographics for the 
existing clinic and the other potential trade areas, trade area 
3. has the largest number of people with an eastern Euro-
pean background, the lowest number of competitors, the 
largest number of potential patients per competitor leaving 
room for a new clinic. Dividing the total pool of funds spent 
on oral healthcare by the number of competitors indicates 
there is a great opportunity for a new clinic. Based on the 

population age structure, the number of people more like-
ly to require restorative dentistry per competitor is more 
than double any comparative trade area. The population is 
expected to grow over time.

With this data in hand, the task now is to inventory avail-
able realty to determine the best location for the new clinic 
in terms of central location, most visibility, best access in 
terms of public transportation to arrive, and parking when 
patients get there.

Not completing demographic analysis is like practicing 
dentistry with your eyes closed. By using demographic anal-
ysis, you can greatly improve the success of your clinic by 
defining and accessing the patient population you require. 

 | The Professional AdvisoryVOL. 88 October 2019

Please send comments to info@realtyleaseconsultant.com

Ian D. Toms, B.Sc. (Hons) is President and Broker of Record, Realty Lease Consultants Inc. He has more than 30 years of  
lease negotiation experience, has been a multi-unit tenant and is a landlord. He can be reached at 877.216.1013 or at iantoms@
realtyleaseconsultant.com

Demographic  
parameters

                               POSSIBLE NEW PRACTICE 10 MINUTE DRIVE TIME TRADE AREAS 

10 minute 
drive time from 

existing practice 
location

1 2 3 4 5

Total population 438,587 311,150 338,027 275,957 268,432 262,117

Total daytime population 387,206  296,746  240,967  190,656  134,589  108,484

Average family size per 
household 3.3 3.7 3.7 4.0 3.6 3.7

Total number of households 91,297  152,411  81,235  73,119  99,923  75,694

Median total family income 
per household $76,270 $85,985 $95,168 $92,489 $94,450 $94,494

Annual household spending 
on dental services $471 $497 $516 $668 $516 $511

Population 40 years old 
and older 217,431 143,090 148,865 160,641 121,569 116,391

First generation population 274,752 178,776 172,852 157,194 143,368 133,162

First generation percentage 62.6% 57.5% 51.1% 57.0% 53.4% 50.8%

People of eastern European 
origin 136,612 22,033 27,824 43,728 26,450 20,816

Number of competitors 
within 10 minutes 80 205 134 71 148 105

Daytime population per 
competitor 1383 1448 1798 2685 909 1033

Pool of dental care funds $42,995,409 $75,774,177 $41,929,445 $48,851,535 $51,566,263 $38,666,725

 Annual oral healthcare pool 
spending per competitor $153,555 $369,630 $312,906 $688,050 $348,421 $368,255

People 40 years or older 
per competitor 777 698 1111 2263 821 1108

Expected population 
growth 5.20% 4.00% 3.80% 8.30% 5.90% 11.00%

Figure 1.
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Results of an informal survey of dental teams as well as 
existing and potential patients seeking to affiliate with a 

new practice show that significant planning is necessary to 
outline and formulate how to reach objectives successfully. 
Consider some of the suggestions as a guide to demystify the 
process:  understand the current market place, review web-
site priorities, pay attention to signs and logos, and maintain 
professionalism to help maintain growth in the practice.

Understand The Current Market Place
Most importantly, an accurate understanding of the current 
professional market place is a good beginning. Many poten-
tial patients and families seeking to affiliate with a new den-
tal practice use the Internet for their research.  In our last 
article, we alluded to today’s population’s heavy reliance on 
electronic media, especially the practice’s website, when 
seeking medical and dental services. Even potential patients 
who are referred to an office do their own due diligence by 
consulting the office website in advance of phoning or visit-
ing.  Therefore, the message the website conveys regarding 
our particular office is of prime importance.

Review Website Priorities
Reviewing the practice’s priorities has benefits. The web-
site should carefully project the values of the practice and 
accurately portray the physical plan of the treatment sites. 
Website designers who track responses agree that descrip-
tions and pictures of attending staff are most scrutinized 
by prospective patients.  Pictures depicting state-of-the-art 
sophisticated equipment are far less important than pic-

tures or biographies of the existing staff. The staff should be 
included in the human resources area of the website. The 
biography of clinical practitioners should also reflect their 
particular dental niche or expertise.

Another key component of the website should be a clear 
statement of the practice’s goals. For example, the practice 
may focus on prevention, and early treatment intervention 
to minimize the amount and cost of necessary treatment 
later. The website should also emphasize the two-way dia-
logue that occurs with patients and within the practice.   
Patients should be aware that they will be presented with 
and well-informed of suggested procedures. Presenting the 
practice environment as contemporary as opposed to cut-
ting edge, or ahead of the pack, is better as many patients 
view cutting edge or early adopter practices as experimental 
and may not have prior history or trust with the practice.  

The latest marketing feature of the website is a profession-
ally produced and narrated video that introduces patients to 
the office and team. This allows prospective patients to visit 
the office without having to physically go to the office. 

Pay Attention to Signs and Logos
With the move of many dental offices to store front expo-
sures, it is increasingly important to pay attention to sig-
nage.  Signs, as well as the physical and external look of the 
practice location, are prominent attention-getters and assist 
in attracting new patients. One important role of a sign 
designer, particularly for a storefront exposure, is to differ-
entiate the space from the other commercial enterprises on 
the adjacent streetscape. Outdoor signs visually indicate the 
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inside healthcare environment which is essentially a health-
care provider’s facility. Because an attractive sign may spark 
the interest of potential new patients, it is worth spending 
time, resources, and thought when planning the exterior 
presentation/sign of the practice. 

Avoiding Anonymity 
The current trend is to name dental offices based on the 
location or recognition of the specialty services provided; 
for example, Walmer/St. Clair Dental Group or Endodontic 
Provider. One way to personalize outdoor signs is by includ-
ing the following information: 
Walmer/St. Clair Dental Group/Family and Specialty Dental 
Providers:
  • Dr. N. Kite – Family Practitioner
  • Dr. Sal Lamanda – Maxio-Facial Oral Surgeon
  • Dr. Rita Dawray – Orthodontics
  • Dr. Percy Purter – Endodontics
Many presentations are compromised by not providing the 
names of the dental providers with whom patients interact. 
Keep it Professional. 
Signs including the following
  • FREE examination
  • FREE tooth whitening
  • FREE x-rays 
may actually have a negative effect of turning off potential 
patients because the message is too commercial. As a result,  
the practice may only be attracting bargain-hunters.

To continue growth in our practices and make them stand 
out from the commercial environment, we need to understand 
the market place, review our priorities, and design a presenta-
tion that is professional, substantial, and eye-catching.  Avoid-
ing some of the pitfalls will help in this endeavor.  Above all, we 
need to maintain a professional image. 

Above all, we 
need to maintain a 
professional image. 

Please send comments to drronips@rogers.com

Ron Weintraub is a founding partner with the Bayview Village & Downtown Dental Associates and brings over thirty-five years of 
knowledge and experience in the practice of general dentistry to The Professional Advisory. Large companies such as Patterson 
Dental, Ash Temple Ltd, Henry Schein Arcona, & the former Canadian Dental Co. have benefited from his insight. As owner of Inno-
vative Practice Solutions, Ron advises dentists on practice enhancement, practice purchases, sales, location evaluations, associate 
buy-ins, and business mergers. Dr. Weintraub can be contacted at (905) 470-6222 Ext. 221 or drronips@rogers.com.
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Accountants and financial advisors are often viewed as 
number crunchers and penny pinchers. This is because 

spending money is fun and having to control or slow down 
your spending is not. This series of articles will address 
how to spend your money on big ticket purchases such as 
cars, houses, cottages, investment properties, pools, boats, 
planes and art, so you can have your fun and minimize the 
damage to your bank account.  

Separate big-ticket purchases into those that result in 
ongoing big expenses (cottages, planes, boats) and those 
that have few ongoing expenses (art). View those that have 
ongoing big expenses like a printer, which is easy to buy, 
but requires expensive toner. The ongoing expenses should 
be taken into account not just the initial purchase price. 
For example, a cottage may cost $1,000,000; however, the 
annual upkeep may cost $50,000. For the few times you will 
be using it each year, would you be better off renting it and 
using the cash you saved to pay down personal debt such as 
your home mortgage?

Dentists we encounter typically fall into two catego-
ries. Category one is those with little/no debt. Dentists in 
this category can afford to spend liberally. Category two is 
comprised of those who have significant debt and are able 
to secure more debt because of their income. The latter 
group of dentists should look to reduce their debt, although 
they are able to obtain more debt. Dentists in category two 
should avoid buying items even though they can afford the 
initial purchase since they may not be able to afford the 
ongoing expenses.

The question dentists often ask is can I afford to buy a 
cottage, car, boat or pool? Most of the time, the answer is 
yes. The question dentists should be asking in addition to 
the question of affordability is: Should I buy it, or would the 
money be better spent somewhere else?

Enhancing and preserving financial health is similar 
to enhancing and preserving one’s personal health. Can I 
afford to eat ice cream and french fries? In many cases, the 
answer is yes. Should I consume ice cream and french fries? 
In many cases, the answer is no. 

Art is enjoyed by many and has little ongoing cost, 
except insurance. In addition, from a tax perspective, one 
can deduct an annual write-off of 20% (except first year of 
purchase) on Canadian art with a minimum cost of $200 if 
is purchased for business use. If you sell/remove the art-
work for personal use, there will be taxes payable based 
on the appreciated value and the write-offs claimed in all 
prior years.

A pool often detracts/reduces the value of one’s home. 
Before installing a pool ask: “Will I enjoy this pool so much 
more compared to going to a community pool to warrant 
this expenditure plus the ongoing maintenance cost?” 

A car’s primary purpose is to get you from point A to 
point B in a safe and reliable manner. Both a $40,000 car 
and $100,000 will accomplish this, but one at a significant-
ly lower price. Many dentists will lease a car because they 
don’t have to pay $100,000 upfront, instead it’s only $1300 
a month for 3 years which is easily affordable. The decision 
to buy the car now becomes a question of whether you can 
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afford it instead of whether you should buy it to begin with. 
Imagine leasing a $100,000 car every three years for the 
next 30 years, you would end up paying $468,000 ($1300 
per month X 30 years). Consider that you could buy five 
$50,000 cars which is a new car every 6 years  and still have 
over $200,000 left over to use elsewhere.   

A client who owns a Lamborghini lamented, “The worst 
purchase I have made is buying this car. Yes, I can afford 
it, but the money would be better spent elsewhere, and 
I should have just rented it for the few times I use it and 
instead used the money to buy my own dental building”.

Maintaining financial health can best be understood 
this way: Garbage is on the floor. There are two choices. 
Option 1: Bend down, pick it up and dispose of it, while 
I am physically able to do so. Option 2: Kick the garbage 
down the street. Eventually, I will have to dispose of the 
garbage, except in some cases, we are forced to do so when 
we are least able. We suggest dentists make sacrifices early 
in one’s career, so that when they are older, they can enjoy 
the fruits of their labour. 

 | The Professional AdvisoryVOL. 88 October 2019

Please send comments to david@dcy.ca

This article was prepared by David Chong Yen*, CPA, CA, CFP, Louise Wong*, CPA, CA, TEP and Eugene Chu, CPA, CA of DCY 
Professional Corporation Chartered Professional Accountants who are tax specialists* and have been advising dentists for decades. 
Additional information can be obtained by phone (416) 510-8888, fax (416) 510-2699, or e-mail david@dcy.ca / louise@dcy.ca /  
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intended to replace professional advice.

We suggest 
dentists make 
sacrifices early in 
one’s career, so that 
when they are older, 
they can enjoy the 
fruits of their labour.  
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As we all know dental practices seem to be opening up 
on every street corner, in every strip mall, in every city, 

everywhere!  
The obvious reason for this phenomenon is that for-

eign-trained dentists and recent graduates are entering the 
dental workforce at a rate that is unsurpassed in history. 
The other reasons may include the fact that there aren’t 
enough practices for sale, and that dentists want to follow 
growth areas in new communities. As a result, Canada is 
close to saturation when it comes to dentists. Some reports 
suggest that in Ontario, alone, there is a 20% oversupply of 
dentists for the population at large. 

We are frequently asked whether it’s better to set-up a 
new practice (start-up) or a purchase an existing practice. 
While my biased answer is to purchase a practice, the hon-
est answer is that there is no right answer. The right answer 
depends on a complete strategic evaluation of your specif-
ic situation, your goals, the location of the practice, and an 
understanding that every situation is different. 

We know how established practices are performing. But 
how are new start-ups doing financially? While there are 
huge differences in the success rates of start-ups, we won-
dered what the results would be based on an average start-
up and its true costs to a dentist. While this is not a scientif-
ic study, as we only gathered available data and modelled 
some numbers, it is an educated commentary based on 
average inputs and true economic costs. 

In this exercise, we are not trying to reject the idea of 
starting-up a new practice  versus buying an existing prac-
tice, (as former bankers, we have been involved in 100’s of 
dental practice start-ups), we simply want to point out the 
true long- and short-term costs of your decision making, 
including opportunity costs, and the need to be very selec-

tive in your choices of locations and execution of your busi-
ness plan.  This model could also be used when purchasing 
a practice to assess the true long-term costs of ownership. 
The missing portion of this exercise, and likely as important, 
is what your practice will be worth in 5, 10, or more years. 
That being said, we believe that dentists should eventually 
own their own practice or be in a position to influence its 
direction and the patient care experience.     

In our 3 year model, I estimated that the average start-
up including working capital would be $500,000 (this 
is low according to industry experts). We estimated an 
average start-up to be approximately 1,500 square feet, 3  
operatories, rent at $20 per foot plus taxes, maintenance 
and insurance (TMI) and utilities ($50,000 per year). In 
addition, we estimated 25 new patients per month (net of 
departing patients) in year 1, and 20 per month in year 2. 
We modelled having 1 employee 4 days per week in the first 
6 months, 2 thereafter, and added a hygienist in year 2 and 
3. In addition, we estimated that the dentist would work in 
the office 2 days per week in year 1, 3 days in year 2 and 3. In 
addition, I estimated that the $500,000 loan would be at 4%, 
and would include the first year at interest only. And lastly, 
we estimated that an associate in a busy office could earn 
$1,000 per day (busy office 8 hours).  

In this exercise, we forecasted that the practice would 
achieve revenues of $155,000 in year 1, $270,000 in year 2, 
and $414,000 in year 3. Even with the above employee costs, 
the owner performing hygiene in year 1, excluding amor-
tization, the practice would have a cash flow deficiency of 
$62,000. In year 2, the practice could break even income-
wise, but because of capital repayment would have a cash 
flow deficiency of $55,000. In year 3, the practice would have 
income of $84,000, but positive cash flow of only $28,000. 
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Although we didn’t model this precisely, the dentist only 
started to earn the $1,000 per day target near year 5.   

Although these numbers don’t look great, this does not 
paint the whole picture. When considering true costs, the 
dentist also needs to look at opportunity costs lost. There-
fore, in the above scenario, while the dentist is working in 
the new office (2 days in year 1, then 3 days in year 2 and 3), 
he/she is missing out on the opportunity to earn $1,000 as 
an associate. Therefore, if we consider costs including the 
opportunity cost, the year 1 total loss is $162,000 ($62,000 
loss on practice and missed opportunity to make $1,000 per 
day ($100,000 on 2 days per week) as an associate.  In year 
2, the real loss is $205,000 and year 3 is a loss of $122,000 
(excluding any goodwill or equity).    

The point of this article is not that start-ups are not 
financially viable, but if you are planning to set-up a prac-
tice from scratch, you should be analyzing the real total 
costs, including opportunity costs. In many new practices, 
the location was simply not viable as a result of too much 
competition, no traffic, ethnicity issues, high rent costs, and 
no visibility. We speak to too many dentists who start a new 

practice simply because they have found a space to rent. 
Additionally, if you are planning to set-up from scratch, you 
should be prepared to work harder than you are working 
today and have a back-up plan. In most of these situations, 
we recommend that the dentist keep a few days of their 
current associateship to cover the very real losses and cash 
flow deficiencies that are expected in the first 3 or 4 years. 

There is no right answer when it comes to setting up a 
new practice, buying an existing practice or continuing to 
associate; however, doing your homework before making 
a decision is critical.  Consult with as many dental pro-
fessionals as you can who you feel have your best interest 
at heart, (accountants, sales reps, brokers, bankers, etc.), 
determine what you truly want in your career, and conduct 
a thorough analysis of the real costs of your decision. 

Please let me know if you would like a copy of the 
pro-forma template that I used to model this financial sce-
nario. This is for discussion purposes only and you should 
not infer that details may be missed (taxes, amortization, 
etc.). Please consult your team of professionals to review 
your personal scenario. 
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Please send comments to colin.ross@ppsales.com

Colin Ross is a Partner in Professional Practice Sales Ltd. (www.ppsales.com), which specializes in the valuation and sale of 
dental practices.  He can be reached at (905) 472-6000 or 1-888-777-8825 or e-mail at: colin.ross@ppsales.com

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Total patients (new plus existing)  300  540  720 

Billings $155,000 $270,000 $414,000

Expenses (excl. dep) $217,000 $269,000 $330,000

Income (excl. taxes) $62,000 $1,000 $84,000

Capital repayment 0 $55,555 55,555

Opportunity cost $100,000 (2 days /wk) $150,000 (3 days/wk) $150,000 (3days /wk

Net $162,000 $204,555 $121,555

There is no right answer when it comes to 
setting up a new practice, buying an existing 
practice or continuing to associate; however, 
doing your homework before making a 
decision is critical.
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For a number of years ‘dental service organizations’ 
(DSO) have been purchasing and owning dental prac-

tices across Ontario.  This trend will continue for the fore-
seeable future with historically low interest rates and banks 
and other venture capital investors willing to finance the 
purchases. The DSO will have dentists who are affiliated 
with the organization, but typically the bulk of DSO owner-
ship is by non-dentists. 

What about non-dentists? What can they purchase or 
own?  Aside from actually working at a dental practice, how 
can non-dentists profit from a dental practice?

From a legal perspective the starting point is to under-
stand that only a dentist or a dentistry professional corpo-
ration (PC) can own the professional dental goodwill of a 
dental practice.  That goodwill includes custody and con-
trol of all patient records and files including patient billing 
records and treatment plans, patient charts, x-rays and 
models, patient lists, and use of any dental practice names.  
A dentist or PC are the only ones who can own the goodwill.

The other fundamentals to understand are:
1. a dentist cannot engage in any form of fee splitting 

or income sharing with a non-dentist except with dental 
hygienists who practice dental hygiene in and at the den-
tist’s practice; 

2. a dentist can only practice dentistry with other den-
tists.  A dentist cannot work for non-dentists whether as an 
associate, employee, partner or otherwise when engaging 
in the practice of dentistry; and

3. only a dentist can prescribe dental radiographs and 
only a dentist can be a radiation protection officer. 

As stated above, only a dentist or PC can own the pro-
fessional dental goodwill of a dental practice. However, 
non-dentists can own the other assets of the practice.  This 
creates opportunities for the DSO to purchase and partici-
pate in ownership of the practice.  

The DSO will typically provide a letter of intent (LOI) to 
the vendor dentist, outlining the general business terms 
on which the DSO will purchase the practice.  Before the 
vendor dentist discloses any information about the dental 
practice to the DSO, the dentist must ensure the DSO signs 
a confidentiality/non-disclosure agreement. The vendor 
dentist’s practice information is proprietary and must be 
kept confidential at all times.

In terms of legal structure, the DSO purchase typically 
involves a two-stage process:

1. The dentist who is affiliated with the DSO purchases 
the goodwill from the vendor dentist or the vendor den-
tistry professional corporation (Vendor PC) by way of asset 
purchase; 

2. The DSO (non-dentists) purchases all other assets 
from the vendor dentist or all of the shares of the Vendor 
PC.  Where shares of the Vendor PC are sold, immediate-
ly after closing the Vendor PC must cease carrying on the 
practice of dentistry.

Many dentists have a Vendor PC which owns their dental 
practice.  In step 2 above, it is desirable for the vendor den-
tist to sell shares of the Vendor PC to take advantage of the 
capital gains exemption on the sale of Vendor PC shares.   

Corporate Dentistry – 
What Vendor Dentists  
Need To Know
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If structured and planned properly, the dentist’s qualified 
family members are also shareholders of the Vendor PC.  
Such family members also sell their shares to the DSO to 
use the capital gains exemption when they sell their Vendor 
PC shares.  However, to ensure non-dentist family members 
can enjoy such benefit, it is critical to plan well in advance 
as such plans may require years to implement properly.

Many dentists accumulate large amounts of surplus funds 
in their Vendor PC.  However, by doing so, there is a potential 
tax problem upon a sale of the Vendor PC shares.  To qualify 
for the capital gains exemption, there are numerous legal tax 
rules and requirements including the ‘50 per cent rule’.  That 
rule requires the Vendor PC have less than 50 per cent of its 
assets in passive (non-dental) assets for the whole two year 
period prior to the sale of the Vendor PC shares.  

In some cases, the Vendor PC has accumulated so much 
in surplus funds that the Vendor PC does not meet the 50 
per cent rule.  Therefore, to qualify for capital gains exemp-
tion on a sale of the Vendor PC shares, the Vendor PC in 
those cases must divest itself of those surplus funds more 
than two years before a sale. 

If the vendor dentist and his/her non-dentist family 
members are to enjoy the capital gains exemption on the 
sale of their Vendor PC shares to the DSO, careful legal 
and tax planning is required years in advance.  And to do 
that, dentists are well advised to retain professional advi-
sors who specialize in advising dentists.  As my former col-
league, Barry Spiegel, Q.C. used to recommend and I still 
do: Surround yourself with experts in their field, they will 
serve you well.
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David Rosenthal is a senior lawyer with Spiegel Rosenthal Professional Corporation whose practice is devoted to corporate, commer-
cial and business law, with special emphasis on advising dentists. He can be reached at (416) 865-0736 or e-mail to david@drlaw.ca.
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